SIMPLIPHI YOUR POWER WITH AccESS TO ENERGY STORAGE & MANAGEMENT

Energize and protect your home or business from power outages and lower your utility bills with a **safe, simple, reliable** and **practical** energy storage system.

**Simple**
- Easy to use power storage solution
- All equipment you need in one enclosure: PHI batteries + built-in-inverter + monitoring and control
- Seamless integration with new or existing solar installations
- Keeps power on for your critical loads during grid outages
- Programmable for TOU, peak-shaving, self-consumption and back-up
- On- or off-grid
- No thermal monitoring, cooling, fire suppression or ventilation equipment required
- No maintenance

**Practical**
- Stores electricity from solar, wind, diesel/gas generators, the grid or any combination
- Enclosed in a NEMA-3R rated cabinet for safe indoor and outdoor use in all climates
- Remote system monitoring by web browser or mobile device app
- Internal transfer switch automatically disconnects from the grid during power outages and provides back-up power
- Scalable to meet any energy requirement by connecting additional enclosures

**Reliable**
- 10-year warranty on PHI batteries with 10,000 charge/discharge cycles over lifetime
- High efficiency rate — more usable power for you
- Operates in broad temperature range of -4 to 120 degrees F
- Delivers multiple charge/discharge cycles per day

**Safe**
- Environmentally benign and non-toxic Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP)
- No Cobalt - no hazards
- No risk of overheating or fire
- No fumes or out-gassing

---

Installation should be completed by a licensed C10 or C46 installer.

Power. On Your Terms.™
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“After Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico, SimpliPhi’s AccESS made our transition to solar energy a breeze. Now our guesthouse is always energized and environmentally friendly.”
- Guesthouse owner Steve, via email

“Today, our customer lost power from the utility company and the AccESS continued working smoothly. The AccESS has passed the test in Puerto Rico!”
- Installer Jesus S., via email

“Thank you, SimpliPhi and AccESS, for helping me to simplify my life!”
- Homeowner Santiago V., via email

To find an installer near you, visit simpliphipower.com/where-to-buy.

Power. On Your Terms.™
Anytime. Anywhere.